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Less is more

Green comfort /
We live in an age that can be summarized
by German architect Mies van der Rohe’s
catchphrase ‘less is more’: using fewer
resources to gain more comfort, designing
houses and appliances that meet these
requirements in an eco-friendly way.
Basically, our age is one where
sustainability and technology are
catching up with each other to start
a fruitful life together.
This quest for an environmentally
sound way of living without
doing away with the comfort and
pleasures that we have grown
accustomed to is a recurring theme
throughout this magazine.
We discover what building a green
home is like, how the art and design
scene recycles trash to produce eye
catching products and we take you
to visit ski resorts where the air is
still pure and fresh. Enjoy the trip.
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The best of two worlds /
A natural
A
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well-being
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Logo grijs

In an era where energy is becoming
scarcer and environmental concerns
are on the rise, the idea that
nature is a precious commodity
that we need to preserve for the
generations to come has become
rooted in people’s minds. With
sustainable living as one of the key
concepts of our time, maintaining
what we see as a basic level of
comfort and well-being in our lives
and our homes has become more
of a balancing act because we want
the best of two worlds.

On the one hand, we are not
ready to give up the little luxuries
that make life worth living. On
the other, we want to take care of
the environment. That is why we
recycle, why we opt for energyconserving heating and cooling
systems. But we are not prepared
to relinquish on form and function.
We demand heating and cooling
systems that provide the right
temperature when and where we
want it, with quiet and efficient
operation and designed to please
the eye.
Daikin has recognised this
need early on and has made
preservation of the environment
one of its key priorities, pioneering
technological innovations and
eco-designed products with high
energy efficiency and reduced
environmental impact. Heat
pumps with inverter technology,
as used in Nexura, are just one
example.

Logo grijs
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Always in
harmony
with your
interior...

≤
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Stylish
white /
Nexura’s look is functional yet stylish.
Its sleek white casing with flowing
lines harmoniously blends in with
any interior. Whether built-in, wall
mounted or standing on a leg, the
unit gives a touch of elegance to
your room. Underneath this classy
exterior, the unit is packed with
state-of-the-art technology. As well
as offering heating and cooling and
air purification, Nexura combines
extreme energy efficiency with
absolute user friendliness.
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Green
at heart...

Sit back
and relax /


≤
Eco-friendly technology
When in heating mode, Nexura uses a renewable energy source: air. This
makes it more energy efficient than fossil fuel based heating. By reducing
CO2 emissions, Daikin heat pumps contribute to preserving our environment.
Inverter technology also varies the heat pump’s compressor speed – the
engine of the unit – to use only the amount of energy needed to heat or cool
a room. Thus, unnecessary energy-consuming starts and stops are avoided.
Besides providing more stable temperatures, this technology can yield energy
savings up to 30% over non-inverter systems.
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Comfort is key
Sit back and relax. With the easy to use remote control, you can
adapt the room temperature from the comfort of your chair. A
large, backlit display provides an overview of the unit’s operation
mode, and user friendly buttons give you easy access to Nexura's
built-in intelligence. Want to heat or cool a room in the blink of an
eye? Tap into powerful mode. Want to save energy instead? Set the
timer to optimally condition your room for any time of the day or
night.
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Efficiency
at the touch
of a button...

Instant
warmth /

powered by Daikin


≤
Snuggle up
to the heat
What is nicer on a cold winter’s
day than to snuggle up to the
heat? Nexura adds to your
comfort by radiating additional
heat from its front panel. This
unique feature can be activated
by pushing the ‘radiant’ button
on your remote control.
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Silence is golden
Sparkling conversations should be
the highlight of your dinner party.
That is why Nexura distributes air at
the sound of a whisper. Your guests
should be blown away by your good
food, not by purified fresh or hot air.
Nexura’s vertical auto swing system
automatically makes the louvers
move up and down, creating an
even distribution of air through the
room.
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Hot looks
cool style...
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Logo grijs

heating
and
cooling
united /
year-round comfort
Whether you want to warm up through
the chilly winter months or cool down
on hot summer days, Nexura provides
you year-round comfort at the touch of a
button. Looking as if it’s always been part
of your interior, this stylishly designed unit
has a front panel that radiates additional
heat. Just like a traditional radiator.
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Alternative
energy
sources/
Caring for the future

1 / Solar collectors
Solar collectors are a great way to partially
power your home. There are two main
forms of solar cells: electricity collectors
and hot water collectors.

2 / Heat pumps
Heat pumps use ambient air, the ground
or water to heat and cool your house.

12/

The use of natural energy sources to provide
heating and electricity is rapidly gaining popularity
with homeowners. Renewable energy technologies
like wind turbines, solar collectors, biomass heaters
and heat pumps offer an alternative to fossil fuels
and can help reduce both your energy bill and your
home’s CO2 emissions.
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usable
energy
from the
light of the
sun
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Power up
while the
sun shines /

Basically, solar energy is the technology of obtaining usable
energy from the sun. It is not new. We've used the strength of the
sun for drying clothes and food or heating domestic hot water
for thousands of years, but only recently have we been able to
use it for generating electricity.

How does it work?
Actually, it is quite simple. Solar
collectors harness the power of the
sun's rays and turn it into energy.
There are two main types of solar
collectors which use complete
different technologies to make use
of the energy from the sun:

1/ thermal solar collectors:
These collectors absorb the energy
from the sun and transfer it to
domestic hot water.

2/ Photovoltaic or
solar electric collectors:
These collectors transform the solar
radiation directly into electricity.
The solar collectors have no moving
parts and as a result require minimal
maintenance. In addition, the electricity is generated with no emissions
and no noise.

Producing
hot water
Thermal solar collectors connected
to a solar boiler system can provide
over half of a household's hot water
requirements over the year. All you

need is a solar collector. Connected
to your hot water system, it captures
heat from the sun in glass tubes and
heats the water.
There are basically two types of solar
boiler systems: active and passive.
The active hot water system is more
common and most effective. The
active system uses a small pump
to bring the water into the solar
collector and into the domestic hot
water tank.

Producing
electricity
To produce electricity you need
photovoltaic (PV) collectors.
The PV collectors consist of a
number of photovoltaic cells. These
convert the sunlight into electricity,
which can be used to run household
appliances: refrigerator, light bulbs,
stereo, TV, PC, you name it. The
collectors come in different types
and sizes to exactly suit your need.
But what on a cloudy day? Does one
run out of power? Absolutely not.
PV cells don’t need direct sunlight to
work. You can still generate electricity on a cloudy day. And because
your PV system is also connected
with the public electricity grid, you
can draw electricity from it if need
be. Conversely, on sunny days, when
you generate more electricity than
you use, the e xcess streams back
into the grid. And this is where your
profit comes from. The more you
return to the grid, the lower your
electricity bill.
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Pump
that heat /
Are you considering
heating and cooling
options for a new
house or looking to
cut down on energy
bills? Dump the old
fuel oil or gas boiler
and choose a heat
pump instead. Your CO2
footprint has already
gotten smaller.

designed
in euroPe For
euroPe
traditionally daikin has always designed its products
in Japan and made small modifications for the
european and overseas markets. However, two

What exactly is
a heat pump?

years ago sales of split unit air conditioners in europe
reached a level that justified a new european concept.
this is the first time that an air conditioning unit has
been designed in europe for the european market,
using european technical and design standards.
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Heat pumps are highly energyefficient, all-in-one heating
and cooling devices. They
extract thermal energy from
the ambient air (air-to-air or
air-to-water heat pumps), water
(water-to-water and water-to-air
heat pumps) or ground (groundto-air or ground-to-water heat
pumps) and ‘pump’ it to your
home. The heat pump cycle
is fully reversible, so they can
be used for both heating and
cooling.

Fast facts /
Heat pumps have some impact
on the environment as they need
electricity to run, but the heat
extracted from the ground, air or
water is constantly being renewed
naturally and their efficiency is up to
4 times higher than electricity of fossil
fuel heating systems.
The heat pump is not a new
technology; it has been used for
decades. Freezers, refrigerators and air
conditioners are common examples
of this technology. At Daikin we have
more than 50 years of experience in
heat pump technology.

How does it work?
A heat pump is an electrical device
that extracts heat from one place
and transfers it to another. The
energy transfer occurs via a chemical
substance called ‘refrigerant’
that circulates through two heat
exchangers in an evaporation and
condensation cycle.
During this cycle, heat is transferred
from an indoor area to the outdoor
air in cooling mode, thus cooling the
area in question. Similarly, heat can be
pumped from the outdoor air indoors
and be used to heat indoor areas.
Since the ground and air outside
always contain some heat, a heat
pump can supply heat to a house
even on cold winter days. In fact, air at
–18°C contains about 85% of the heat
it contained at 21°C.

1/ Heat pumps are far more energy efficient than
comparable fossil fuel boiler systems.

2/ Air-to-air or air-to-water heat pumps use
renewable energy: the heat present in ambient air.

3/ By pumping that heated air into your home,
Daikin heat pumps deliver four times more
heating energy than they consume. They only
require one unit of electricity to pump 3 to 5 times
that amount of renewable energy into your home.

4/ They can reduce your energy bill by more
than 30% compared to a fuel oil boiler and about
20% compared to a gas boiler.

5/ An air source heat pump extracts heat from
the outside air in the same way that a fridge
extracts heat from its inside. It can extract heat
from the air even when the outside temperature is
as low as -25°C.
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Ski resorts
Design in
Balance /
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Mavida
/ Balance Hotel & Spa
Some hotels don’t need an exterior that
is all dazzle and glitter, they look for
something deeper. The Mavida Balance
Hotel & Spa, not the first Zell am See design
hotel by the way, is a place where inner
peace takes precedence over the colour of
your handbag.

An authentic spot where everyone will
find tranquillity and regain their natural
equilibrium. And this is thanks to the
noble, local materials that have formed an
inseparable part of this setting for centuries.
At the same time they arouse your senses:
leather from the mountain cattle, larch and
elm trees from the forests that cover the steep
mountainsides with a winter coat of green.
No design for the sake of design, but simply
beautiful comfort.

accent and a daring textured wallpaper that
looks crumpled. No cost or effort has been
spared so that you can regain your sense of
equilibrium. www.mavida.at

A fabulous mixture of minimalist lines and
plump cushions, a sense of wellbeing for
sore eyes and a tired back. Natural shades set
the tone, but are highlighted by a warm red
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Madlein Hotel /
In Madlein they are very keen on Zen and they
love clear lines, minimalist simplicity and
selective use of materials. Nothing artificial
therefore, ONLY stone, glass and wood that
symbolise the four natural elements.

Did you know that...
air is recognised as a renewable
energy source*.
This makes Daikin air source
heat pumps the right choice
for an energy efficient heating
system.
*EU objective COM (2008)/30
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zen design
This philosophy of harmony has
been applied with tremendous
success in the design of the
rooms. The colour schemes and
the materials that typify the
rest of the hotel are repeated
so as to ensure the harmonious
continuity throughout. When it
comes to colours the designers
have gone one step further.
Sharp contrasts subconsciously
challenge the senses of all the
guests (hot and cold, rough and
smooth and bright and dark),
pushing boundaries. Contrasts
can also be found in the Zen
garden, where the beautifully
raked gravel terrace and the

occasional stone juxtapose rough and smooth for a stunning effect. The gardens lean
against imposing mountains covered in spruce and the traditional sauna hut with a
reindeer’s head and antlers leave one in no doubt that this hotel has not abandoned its
Alpine roots in spite of its very Zen ambiance.
www.madlein.com
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Pergola Residence /
A new design that is so special that you could
be in Miami or Tokyo. The star architect Matteo
Thun has created a luxury residence in one
of Europe’s most beautiful farmland settings
that combines the best of both worlds.

Did you know that...
Daikin has set up a number of
monitoring sites all over Europe
for its heat pump systems. High
satisfaction has been achieved
with increased comfort, stable
indoor temperature, low energy
consumption and hot water
always available... whatever
the weather conditions at the
monitoring site.
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A cosy nest in
the Southern Tirol

All the allure of a villa with a hotel
service. A spot that you will want to
share with just a few select people.
No glittering design building
that dominates in splendour over
the valley. In Pergola Residence,
discretion sets the tone so as not
to detract from the beauty of the
landscape. The pergola construction
seems to be a nonchalant part of
the mountainside against which
it leans and thanks to the use of
materials, it has an almost invisible
presence. This is not a hotel that
needs to be seen, but a place that
wants to blend quietly without lots
of brouhaha into its environment.
From the vine tendrils that scramble
over the terraces, over the different

natural materials to the subtle mossy roofs, everything breathes purity.
The landscape is slowly but surely becoming part of the Pergola Residence
and the two are inextricably bound to one another.
www.pergola-residence.it
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Energy
saving tips /

Save today
to save
tomorrow

Saving energy isn’t all that hard.
All it takes is a little change in
attitude. Here are our top 10 tips.
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OFF
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2/
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Short term /

Long term /

1/ Switch it off

8/ Go solar

Always turn off the lights when you leave a room.
Don't leave appliances on standby as these can
use over 25% of the energy they would use if they
were left fully on.

Solar collectors are the one form of
renewable energy that is suitable for almost
everyone. Even in cloudy weather some solar
energy can still be collected. There are two
main forms of solar cells: electricity collectors
and hot water collectors. A good solar hot
water panel system, for instance, is able to
provide an average household with around a
half of its annual hot water supply.

2/ Fix those drips
Having a hot water tap dripping for one week
wastes enough hot water to fill half a bath, so fix
them and make sure they're turned off.

3/ Turn your
thermostat down
Reducing your room temperature by 1°C could
cut your heating bills by up to 10%.

4/ Keep the heat in
If you are spending most of your time in one
room, keep the door for that room shut. Close
your curtains at dusk to stop heat escaping
through the windows and check for draughts
around windows and doors.

9/ Insulate
75% of homes are losing energy due to
inadequate insulation. Insulating your home
is a cost efficient way of keeping heat in and
energy bills down.

10/ Upgrade your
boiler
Old boilers are less effective at heating
your house, increasing energy wastage and
bills. An A-rated boiler will provide some
significant energy savings.

5/ Fill it up
Fill up the washing machine, tumble dryer or
dishwasher: one full load uses less energy than
two half loads.

6/ Take a shower
Taking a shower is more energy efficient than
having a bath. A five minute shower uses an
average of 30 litres of water compared to 80 litres
for a half filled bath. for a half filled bath.

7/ easy heating
Be sure your heat pump system is fully charged
with refrigerant so it operates efficiently.
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an
air tight
shell
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passive
houses /

A stylish attached house in Ostend, one of Belgium’s coastal
cities. From the outside, there is nothing unusual about it, but
the house itself is part of a revolution in building design: there
are no drafts, no cold tile floors, no snuggling under the
blanket until the furnace kicks in. In fact, there is no furnace.

that the air inside the house remains
clean and fresh. The heat recovery
ventilators provide circulation and
warm incoming cold air with stale air
exiting the house. Efficiency of this
heat exchange? About 90 percent!

In Stefaan Dendooven’s home, there is
no traditional heating system and no
radiators. Even on the coldest nights Mr
Dendooven’s brand new passive house
gets all the heat and hot water it needs
from the amount of energy that would
be needed to heat an iron. “Keeping
the inside temperature comfortable in
winter is not a problem. It is harder to
prevent the house from heating up in
summer,” says Stefaan Dendooven.

Inside, a passive home feels a little
different from a conventional house.
There is a kind of uniformity of air and
temperature throughout the house.
The floors aren’t cold and neither are
the walls. They have about the same
temperature as the surrounding air.
The walls are adorned with grated
ducts that bring in that precious clean
air. When you take a good look at the
windows, you see their layers of glass
and gas, as well as the elaborate seals
around the edges.

What is a passive
house?
A passive home is not an architectural
style, but an integrated process of
green building technologies. It uses
ultra-thick insulation and complex
doors and windows. The architect
engineers a home encased in an
airtight shell, so that hardly any heat
escapes or any cold seeps in. This
means that a passive house can be
warmed not only by the sun, but also
by the heat from appliances and even
from occupants’ bodies. An ingenious
central ventilation system ensures

A German concept
The first passive home was built in
Darmstadt in 1991 by Wolfgang Feist,
a local physicist. Dr Feist’s original
passive house – a square white
building with four apartments – looks
like a science project. But new passive
houses come in many shapes and
styles. There are now an estimated
15,000 of them around the world, the
vast majority built in German-speaking
countries and Scandinavia.
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Passive
houses


Location and
size are key
Still, there are challenges to broader adoption
of the concept. Because a successful passive
house requires interaction between the
building, the sun and the climate, architects
need to be careful about site selection. Passive
house heating might not work in a shady
valley up in the mountains, or on a city street
with no south-facing wall. Researchers are
looking into whether the concept will work
in warmer climates – where a heat exchanger
could be used in reverse, to keep cool air in
and warm heat out.
And those who want passive house mansions
may be disappointed. Compact shapes are
simpler to seal, while large homes are difficult
to insulate and heat. Most passive houses
allow about 47 square meters per person, a
comfortable though not expansive living space.
There are also financial obstacles to building
a passive house. For one, it costs 10 to 15
percent more to install all the energy-efficient
features. Stefaan Dendooven and his family
consciously chose to build a passive house.
“My wife Tine learned about passive houses
when she worked in Germany and she was
immediately sold on the concept. So was I. It
is true that a passive house is more expensive
to build but the return on investment is great.
I’m very happy with my non-existent heating
bills, especially considering the volatile energy
prices we’re experiencing now.”
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Did you know that...
heat pumps are currently the
most advanced technology used
to equip homes and buildings
with low energy consumption.

passive house requires
interaction between the
building, the sun and the climate
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One man’s trash is
another man’s treasure.
As in every cliché, there
is a ring of truth about
it. Some of the most
compelling and creative
works have been born out
of the simplest and most
abundant of materials:
garbage. Trash-obsessed
artists from all over the
world may have had a
similar starting point but
have managed to create
an inspiring variety of
art and fashion from
abandoned refuse.

Recycled

art /
30/
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1/ Canned bag?
Who says pop top bags and purses aren’t
fashionable? These sleek models are handcrafted at Brazil’s Escama Studio.

2/ Sit on old news
Belgium’s Charles Kaizin took newspapers,
glued, layered and compressed them and
transformed them into a bench that has the
strength of wood.

3/ bottle beaker

4/ Trash art people
These haunting ‘trash people’ have graced
the streets of many of the world’s most
major cities. It took the German artist
HA Schult six months and 30 assistants
to create these strange sculptures
from crushed cans, computer parts
and virtually anything else he could
appropriate to assemble them.

Kaisin also worked with used bottles.
Each glass is cut, eroded and sanded in
order to get a beaker.
Green and brown are the original colours
of the used bottles themselves.

2/
4/
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DAIKIN HAS
MAINTAINED
AN INNOVATIVE
MINDSET &
A PIONEERING
SPIRIT
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Daikin world
of excellence /
From the early days of Japanese founder
Akira Yamada, Daikin has maintained an
innovative mindset and a pioneering
spirit, striving to create better and more
energy efficient products. Daikin has been
active in refrigeration, air conditioning
and heat pumps since the 1930s, when
it pioneered research into refrigerants for
refrigerators, since its creation in 1924.
Daikin has continually expanded its

horizons: geographically, technologically
and culturally air conditioners. Heat pump
based air conditioners were introduced
in the early 1950s. Having mastered the
technology to produce all the mechanical,
electronic, hydraulic and chemical
components 
in-house, Daikin’s emphasis on quality
and R&D remains assured.

Since its creation in 1924, air
conditioning and heat pump
manufacturer Daikin has continually
expanded its horizons: geographically,
technologically and culturally.

WORLD-FIRST
TECHNOLOGY
Daikin is the brand behind a number
of world-first inventions such as
VRV® in 1982. Daikin’s VRV® systems
circulate just the required amount of
refrigerant volume – hence the name
‘Variable Refrigerant Volume’ – so
different rooms can simultaneously
enjoy different temperatures. Other
world firsts include Ururu Sarara, the
first split air conditioner to humidify
and dehumidify without an external
water source, and Daikin Altherma,
Daikin’s revolutionary ultra-efficient
heat pump based heating system.

Environmental
care rooted in
company culture
As a Japanese company,
environmental care is deeply rooted in
Daikin culture. In 1998 the company
implemented an Environmental
Management System to reduce its
environmental footprint using the
internationally recognised ISO 14001
standard. In 2002 Daikin introduced
an environmental symbol with its
slogan ‘In all of us, a green heart’. This
symbol depicts the earth as a green
heart, and reminds all who work at
Daikin – at all levels of the company
– that it is their moral obligation to
always act with the future of the
planet in mind. The introduction of
residential heat pump based heating
systems has heralded a new era of
environmental performance: by
extracting energy from the ambient
air, it is now possible to reduce energy
costs – and CO2 emissions – by 30% to
50% compared to gas or fuel burners.

Awards
Throughout its history, Daikin’s numerous world
firsts and technological innovations have been
rewarded for their technological and environmental
achievement. Recent awards include:

VRV®
Daikin’s ultimate technology in climate comfort
and energy efficiency for small to large-sized
offices, hotels and other commercial facilities
Green Apple Environmental Award (UK, 2006)

Ururu Sarara
Residential split air conditioner for humidification,
dehumidification, ventilation, heating and cooling
Home Appliance Environmental Prize (Japan, 2006)
Eneo d’Or (France, 2006) Eco Hitech Award (Italy, 2007)

UX
Heat pump based residential air conditioner for
heating, cooling and purification
HVAC&R Technical Innovation Awards (Italy, 2007)
Nan Arquitectura y Construcción Awards (Spain, 2007)
Good Design Award (2004)

Daikin Altherma
Residential air-to-water heat pump for heating and
domestic hot water
Golden Installer Award (Poland, 2007)

Conveni-pack
Total heating, cooling and refrigeration
solution for convenience stores
Environmental product of the year
Cooling Industry Awards (UK, 2007)

Daikin Emura
Air conditioning unit with a remarkable
blend of design and excellence
iF Product Design Award ( eu, 2010)
reddot design award honourable mention ( eu, 2010)

For more information on Daikin
head quarters and affiliate
companies please visit www.daikin.eu
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THE BEST OF
TWO WORLDS UNITED
✱
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The new
the elegance of heating* and cooling
Enjoy the amazing virtues of Nexura, a new generation in elegantly designed, energy
efficient and convenient heating and cooling units for floor standing application.
Experience how Nexura brings overwhelming comfort into your home with maximum
noise reduction and a reduced air flow rate. And how its radiating front panel assures
instant warmth in just the blink of an eye. Nexura, the ultimate balance between
dazzling elegance, intelligent engineering and efficiency that you will celebrate every
day.

radiant
heat

